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Seasons Greetings
A s C hristmas 2 0 1 8 approaches, and we look forward to
spending time with loved ones, d like to build on the
sentiment and remind readers what TDL Technology
aims to achiev e.
e commissioned the maga ine in
a er
Dr J S Hartas Managing Director
recognising the global need for a pla orm to share best
practices within the Tactical Data Link TDL arena. t s
fair to say that the response to the mag az ine has b een far g reater than we could
hav e ev er foreseen, and we hav e thoroug hly enj oyed work ing with the community
over the past three years to circulate the publication.
or ssue , we felt a back to basics issue would be of use, and our e perts oﬀer
insight for those new to the TDL space, or those looking to e pand their knowledge
of wider supporting TDL systems Page . e also oﬀer a free Glossary of TDL
Terms which we hope will prov e to b e a useful resource. S ee P ag e 1 5 for details.
s e bring
to a close e re ect on a prod ctive year here at ynthe ys
r or ithin the
mar et contin es to develop and e have s ccessf lly
served o r global c stomer base ith
esting raining and Interoperability
management services
A s a wider b usiness, our S ystems E ng ineering b usiness g roup has seen notab le
success during
, having secured contracts with ma or transportation players
such as working on the
s igh peed
rail pro ect and Transport for
London TfL . oving on to ynthe ys Direct, the group continues to develop new
and e isting customer accounts and we have been involved in some interesting
pro ects, where we have used B
atson nternet of Things B
atson oT
tools to create e ciencies within manufacturing and engineering organisations.
inally, ynthe ys o ware continues to develop bespoke so ware solutions for
customers. f signi cance is a contract with E
C T L and we continue our
involvement with The et
ce.
W e thank all our C ustomers for their loyalty during 2 0 1 8 , and we look forward to a
successful 2 0 1 9 .
ery best wishes for the festive season.
J ohn S H artas
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FREE Resource: TDL Glossary of Terms
One to keep handy!

SyntheSys News
SyntheSys’ Flying the ‘STEM’ Flag by Sponsoring
the ‘S Prize’
cience echnology ngineering and athematics
s b ects provide the fo ndations of f t re
innovation ngaging yo ng people to become inspired
by these s b ects and developing the talents that are
needed are ey to ens ring a thriving no ledge-based
economy as part of o r co ntry s place in f t re global
mar ets
S yntheS ys has b een
playing its part in
contributing to TE
initiatives with the
hitby-based rm s
anaging Director, ohn
artas, recently ge ng
involved in a dynamic
initiative at a local
school.
ohn, who is a TE
mbassador www.stem.org.uk , was
thrilled to initiate Caedmon College s Pri e . oungsters
from the college ba led for the pri e, ama ing everyone
with their e tensive knowledge of sub ects ranging from
how plastic in the ocean aﬀects marine life, to mysterious
Dark a er.
ohn said: The submissions we received were as
documents, PowerPoint presentations, a model of a

volcano that actually erupted , and a computer game.
the submissions were of a really high standard and the
udges were greatly impressed.

ll

The winner of the ey tage pri e was a oint team
formed by oshua arland and Connor Be s. Their
submission was on the Life Cycle of a tar and included a
computer game they invented.
The ey tage pri e went to ebecca organ for her
submission in the style of a scienti c paper on Dark a er.
ebecca said her pro ect overall was based on the
questions and confusion about Dark a er which, in her
opinion, is one of the biggest mysteries in any modern day
scienti c eld. he said: was inspired to write about this
topic as no one truly knows what Dark a er is yet, so
decided that since it is going to be one of the most talked
about topics in science for many decades to come, would
want to be informed of potentially one of the biggest
scienti c breakthroughs of the century.
The pri e for ey tage was won by Emma harpe for her
submission on the eﬀects of plastic pollution on our
oceans. Emma said that taking part in this pro ect had
inspired her to be more conscientious about recycling, and
in future, she hopes to take part in activities such as beach
cleans in order to help keep our oceans free of plastic.

G-Cloud 10 Success
ynthe ys is thrilled to have been accepted onto the
overnment s igital ar etplace pdated - lo d
pplier ist
W e are delig hted to announce
that we have been accepted
for inclusion onto the G-Cloud
supplier list in all three
categories: Cloud osting
Cloud o ware and Cloud
upport. G-Cloud replaces
the G-Cloud services.
The nited ingdom
Government G-Cloud is an
initiative targeted at easing procurement by departments of
pub lic- sector b odies.

nly suppliers who meet a set minimum standard are considered
for a place on the G-Cloud framework agreement.
G-Cloud provides a mechanism for clients to access our leading
so ware and systems engineering solutions through our
cloudba E product, with associated technical support and
training from our team.
or some years it has been impossible to ignore the increasing
presence of The Cloud . ur Engineering Development and The
Cloud article considers the merits of using Cloud Computing as a
means to e ecute so ware and systems engineering pro ects in a
global / environment. To read the article visit
h ps://bit.ly/ DB
To nd out more about our Government G-Cloud involvement, or
to speak to us about your cloud hosting, so ware or support
requirements, contact: info synthesys.co.uk.
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Commemorate,
Celebrate, Inspire…
April 1 1918 witnessed the formation of
the Royal Air Force (RAF), the world’s ﬁrst
i ndep endent A i r F o rc e. T he endu ri ng
theme for the RAF100 celebrations has
b een to Commemorate the s erv i c e and
sacriﬁces of the past century, Celebrate
the hi g hly c ap ab le F o rc e o f to day and
Inspire the next generation of RAF
p ers o nnel.

safely deliv er eg g s from a b alcony 1 5
metres above the museum s marble oor
without breaking .

S yntheS ys supports the A rmed F orces in
many ways and following 2 5 years of
reg ular serv ice, S yntheS ys ex pert K ate
C handler has b een honoured, as a R oyal
A ir F orce R eserv ist, to play a part in a
rang e of ev ents mark ing the R A F
C entenary in W ales as part of the R A F 1 0 0
ales contingent.

n early pril a ational ervice of
Celebration to mark the Centenary of the
R A F was held in S t M ary’ s C hurch,
wansea. ollowing the service, a ended
b y A lun C airns, S ecretary of S tate for
ales, senior
cers, local dignitaries
and v eterans, more than 4 5 0 R A F
personnel, paraded through wansea. The
parade was comprised of the B and of the
R A F C olleg e C ranwell, the Q ueen’ s C olour
S q uadron from R A F N ortholt, N umb er 4
S chool of Technical Training from M inistry
of Defence
D t than and
ir
Cadets from across outh ales.

In F eb ruary the R A F 1 0 0 W ales team
supported the launch of the R A F Y outh
and S TE M ( S cience, Technolog y,
Engineering and athematics programme
at the ational useum, Cardiﬀ. This aims
to engage children from eight to een in
the sub ects and address a skills shortage.
The day saw ov er 3 0 0 schoolchildren
b uilding rock et cars, computer coding ,
riveting aircra and making balloons to

During ay, Cardiﬀ City all hosted the
rst leg of the
ircra Tour, which
saw aircra spanning the hundred years of
the R A F on pub lic display, including a F irst
orld ar opwith nipe, a pi ire and a
Typhoon ghter. There were
performances b y the R A F C entral B and and
ueen s Colour quadron and a ypast by
the W orld W ar II Lancaster b omb er from
the Ba le of Britain emorial light prior

to a Gala Dinner in Cardiﬀ City all to raise
funds for the
appeal.
In J une M rs
C handler org anised
the v isit of A ir
C hief M arshal S ir
tephen illier, the
C hief of the A ir
taﬀ, to the
ational ssembly
for ales.
C arwyn J ones, the F irst M inister of W ales,
W elsh G ov ernment A ssemb ly M emb ers
and g uests enj oyed an R A F 1 0 0 W ales
themed presentation by ir Cadets from
o.
averfordwest and City of t
David s quadron.
personnel manned
stands representing various activities.
The R oyal W elsh S how in Llanelwedd in
uly was a ended by more than
,
visitors. The
again had a large
presence with parachute displays, ypasts,
static replica aircra and an
village .
During the ev ent M rs C handler met up
with S yntheS ys colleag ues who were
providing T support at the event.

RAF Locking Reunion: A pleasant surprise and a BIG success!
H u ndreds o f p eo p le g athered at W es to n- S u p er- M are to c eleb rate
the 1 0 0 th anni v ers ary o f the R A F o v er the E as ter w eek end.

The ev ent was org anised b y ex - R A F Lock ing student, Dale
Egleton, who served at
Locking.

One of those who attended was SyntheSys Programme Director,
M ark H u ds p eth.

hat started out as a beer call with the e pectation of less
than one hundred people a ending, swi ly, by the power of
acebook, became a huge event with
a endees. t may have
b een b ig g er b ut the v enue couldn’ t tak e any more!
Personnel who trained at
Locking, the home of o. adio
chool, held a packed celebration party at eston ootball Club
to catch up with old friends and reminisce.
ark said: t was a great event, and it was fantastic to meet up
with people trained and served with over years ago. People
ew in from all over the world, including some who hadn t seen
each other for nearly years. hear moves are afoot to make it
an annual ev ent, althoug h I am not conv inced my b ody could
tolerate that ev ery year! ”
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A parade and church serv ice were also held in W eston on the
S aturday of the ev ent, followed b y a b arb ecue at the R oyal A ir
orces ssociation
Club.

Demystifying Tactical Data Links (TDLs)
Why do we need digital tactical communications systems?

igital tactical comm nications their associated
technologies and their applications are as deep and comple
as they are diverse here are very fe if any of s that
nderstand them in their entirety his is the ﬁrst in a series of
articles that aims to cast a light over the entire range of
technologies and applications providing an insight into some
of those areas that e o en gloss over his o r ﬁrst article
introd ces digital tactical comm nications systems erhaps
the estion most obvio s to as ﬁrst is hy do e need
digital tactical comm nications systems

hy

e have all seen those orld ar lms where ghters
communicate with each other with cut-glass accents over a clear
radio circuit. n reality, communications across the
and
bands see gure below were o en unintelligible.

International Telecommunications nion
Frequency Bands
Band Name
E tremely Low requency
uper Low requency
ltra Low requency
ery Low requency
Low requency
edium requency
igh requency
ery igh requency
ltra igh requency
uper igh requency
E tremely igh requency
Tremendously igh requency

Abbreviation
EL
L
L
L
L

E
T

Frequency
- ,
- k
k
- ,
k
- ,
- G
G
- ,
G

This could be due to radio propagation eﬀects, or simply down
to diﬀerences in pronunciation. That is why code words were
developed for clarity and why the phonetic alphabet was
invented.
The need for code and phonetic pronunciation meant that the
speed of e change of information was very slow even a good
operator struggled to pass more than ten tracks per minute
s if this wasn t enough, adversaries could tune-in to each
other s messages and then am them by transmi ng noises over
them or even pass false messages.
ll these factors contributed to the information being received
by the end user being of variable quality, timeliness and
accuracy, leading to a very confused picture. Digital tactical
communications systems overcome most of these de ciencies

WHAT IS MEANT BY DIGITAL?
n the conte t of the communications systems described in this
article, the term digital means that data are e pressed as a
series of binary digits or .

WHAT IS A TRACK?
earch radars are designed to scan systematically a volume of
space on a periodic basis. The measured position of a detected
ob ect is referred to as a plot. track is the sequence of plots
made during successive scans that are relevant to the same
moving target.

WHAT IS A MODEM?
modem a contraction of modulator-demodulator is a
hardware device that converts data so that it can be
transmi ed from computer to computer over some medium.
with high data rate, high security, resistance to amming and
timeliness.

omponents

ll digital tactical communications systems have similar
components, consisting of:
a. A data source. This could be a sensor system such as a radar,
but it could also be a human operator entering command and
control directions or manual observations.
b. A Data Processing and Display System. hen transmi ng,
this collects coordinate information from the data source s and
makes sure that it meets criteria for release to the tactical
communications network. hen receiving, this stores the
received information in local databases for use by other
integrated systems. t is likely that it will have a user interface
from which the parameters of the tactical communications
system can be controlled.
c. Cryptographic system (optional) The cryptographic system
encodes the data that is being transmi ed and, in some cases,
also introduces pseudo-random transmission characteristics
such as frequency hopping to improve resistance to amming.
d. Communications system or radio frequency systems, this
typically consists of a modem, a radio transceiver, and an
antenna. Land line systems obviously don t need the radio
transceiver and the antenna.
e. Message set. Current digital tactical communications
systems that e change parametric data utilise a set of messages
that have a pre-de ned format.
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Connectivity

Digital tactical communication systems might support:
• Single direction data transfer (simplex)
• Two-way data transfer, but transfer in only one direction at
any time (semi-duplex)
• Simultaneous two-way data exchange (duplex)
Three basic types of connectivity are used:

Data
Processing
System

Transceiver

Modem

Cryptographic
System

Data
Processing
System

Modem

• Point-to-point. A dedicated link between a pair of units,
normally only issued between ﬁxed Command and Control
(C2) posts, or from C2 posts to a missile command post.
• Broadcast. This is where one unit will transmit data to be
received simultaneously by several participants. This is also,
by deﬁnition, a simplex transmission since the data ﬂow is in
one direction only from the broadcasting unit to the recovery
unit.
• Networked. This allows all units in the network to pass data
to all other units. Each transmitting unit may transmit
information to all other units on the network (that have the
correct cryptographic keys), similar to a broadcast, or it might
address information to a speciﬁc unit, similar to a
point-to-point link.

Media

Land lines are used to support data transmissions between ﬁxed
ground sites. These can be dedicated copper cables, but more
frequently are ﬁbre optic. Most often though, they are part of a
multi-route pocket switching network.

Transceiver

Cryptographic
System

Satellite Communications (SATCOM) are being used increasingly
to support tactical communications, especially with the
introduction of man-portable systems that can ﬁnd, connect
and remain locked in to non-stationary satellites.
Radio is probably the most common medium used for tactical
communications. Modern radios are reliable, portable,
powerful and easily encrypted. Of the frequency bands deﬁned
by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), military
use tactical communications radios tend to operate in the range
from HF to SHF, though some very low frequencies are used for
submarine communications.
VHF, UHF, and SHF are limited to Line-of-Sight (LOS) and some of
the higher frequencies have shorter ranges due to atmospheric
water absorption. HF has a Beyond LOS (BLOS) capability, so it is
usable over very long ranges or in mountainous terrain but is
also susceptible to ionospheric eﬀects.

Some Existing Tactical Communications Systems
NATO
Link 1

North Atlantic Treat Organisation (NATO) Link 1. NATO Link 1 is possibly the oldest Tactical Data Link (TDL) in NATO use.
It exchanges air tracks and basic TDL management messages and is used for wide area picture compilation between static
sites in Europe. It can also be used to send the air picture to land based units such as Surface to Air Missile (SAM) sites
and army C2 units. NATO Link 1 is included in the NATO Air Command and Control System (ACCS). Finally, NATO Link 1
connections now exist with many Partnership for Peace (PfP) nations such as Sweden and Finland for example.

Link 11

Link 11 passes air, surface and subsurface pictures between ground, airborne and maritime units. It was initially intended
to provide picture compilation for naval units but has become the most widespread picture compilation TDL, being also
found in missile systems such as Phased Array Tracking Radar to Intercept on Target (PATRIOT).

Link 16

The fully developed Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) based TDL, Link 16, passes air, space, surface,
subsurface, ground picture, weapons control, C2 messages, Electronic Warfare (EW) information, imagery and TDL
management messages between most tactical land, air and naval units. Having a very high degree of security and
Electronic Counter Measures (ECM) resistance, it also oﬀers embedded free text and secure voice capabilities.
Multifunctional Information Distribution System (MIDS) is a more recent version of the JTIDS bearer system and is
compatible with it.

S-Link
16

Satellite Link 16. S-Link 16 messages have been exchanged over SATCOM bearers for many years in order to overcome
the LOS limitations of Link 16 Radio Frequency (RF) network. SATCOM allows Link 16 message to be exchanged over
thousands of miles.

VMF

Variable Message Format. VMF has been created to provide for the United States (US) Army and Marine Corps
requirement for a ﬂexible system providing for Fire Control (FC) and Close Air Support (CAS) operations. VMF systems,
unlike most other TDLs, are not bearer dependent. Information may be transferred over various mediums such as UHF,
VHF or HF radio, SATCOM or over physical bearers such as copper wire or ﬁbre optics.
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Link 22

Link 22 was originally conceived as an upgraded Link 11, its primary aim being to resolve the deﬁciencies in ECM
resistance suﬀered by Link 11. This new TDL was to be called NATO Improved Link Eleven (NILE). However, the advent of
Link 16 demonstrated that Link 11’s shortcomings were not restricted to ECM resistance. Link 11 is not, by modern
standards, a fast TDL and the more units in a Link 11 net, the slower is the net cycle time. So, to resolve these problems,
a new TDL was to be developed which would be called Link 22.

JTIDS/
MIDS

Joint Tactical Information Distribution Systems (JTIDS) / Multifunctional Information Distribution Systems (MIDS),
Interim JTIDS Message Speciﬁcation (IJMS) & Link 16. The JTIDS is a bearer structure which supports two message sets,
IJMS and Link 16 J-Series. The two message sets are so closely integrated with the bearer that it is common to consider
them as the same thing, so you will normally see them described as JTIDS/IJMS and as JTIDS/Link 16.

ATDL-1

Army Tactical Data Link-1. ATDL-1 is a secure, point-to-point, full duplex data link, utilising serial transmission frame
characteristics and standard message formats. The link operates at the basic rate of 1200 bps, with an alternate rate of
600 bps, and also has optional rates of 2400 or 4800 bps.

EPLRS

Enhanced Position Location Reporting System. EPLRS is a secure, jam resistant, computer controlled communications
network that distributes near real-time tactical information, generally integrated into radio sets. It is primarily used for
data distribution and position location and reporting. It enhances command and control of tactical units by providing
commanders with the location of friendly units.

SADL

Situation Awareness Data Link. SADL is installed on US Air Force F-16 and A-10 ﬁghters and coordinates with EPLRS for
ground support missions. Additionally, certain other units are able to operate as a gateway between Link 16 and SADL
enabling speciﬁc exchange of Situational Awareness (SA).

MADL

Multifunction Advanced Data Link. MADL is a future data waveform to provide secure data-linking technology between
5th generation ﬁghter aircraft. It is used by the F-35 to exchange data in close proximity with other F-35 aircraft.
Unfortunately, the waveform that MADL utilises is incompatible with that used by the other 5th generation ﬁghters such
as the F-22 Raptors Intra Flight Data Link (IFDL).

IFDL

Intra Flight Data Link. Similar to MADL in that it supports the exchange of data and voice for 5th generation ﬁghters but
is limited to the F-22 Raptor. IFDL allows a group of F-22 aircraft to exchange information without the fear of detection.

CDL/TCDL/HIDL

Common Data Link (CDL) / Tactical Common Data Link (TCDL) / High Integrity Data Link (HIDL). In 1991, the US
Department of Defense (DoD) designated CDL as its data link standard for imagery and signal intelligence. CDL consists
of a secure, jam resistant uplink operating at 200 kbps, and a downlink that can operate at 10.71 Mbps, 45 Mbps, 137
Mbps or 274 Mbps. Currently only the ﬁrst of these downlink rates is secure.

AIS

Automatic Identiﬁcation System (AIS). Not technically a TDL, AIS is an automatic tracking system used on ships and by
Vessel Traﬃc Services (VTS) for identifying and locating vessels by electronically exchanging data with other nearby ships,
AIS base stations, and satellites.

IBS

Integrated Broadcast System. IBS will replace the current family of UHF satellite intelligence broadcast systems,
comprising Theatre Information Broadcast Service (TIBS), Tactical Reconnaissance Intelligence Exchange Service (TRIXS),
Near Real-Time Tactical Dissemination System (NRTD) and Tactical Related Applications Broadcast System (TRAP) (which
uses the TRAP Data Dissemination System (TDDS) and TADIXS-B broadcast systems). It will receive tactical intelligence
information from national and theatre producers, and from tactical Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR)
systems, and disseminate tactical intelligence throughout the world via various communications paths (either directly or
through a gateway).

ADS-B

Automatic Dependent Survelliance - Broadcast. This is a cooperative surveillance technology in which an aircraft
determines its position via satellite navigation and periodically broadcasts it, enabling it to be tracked. The information
can be received by air traﬃc control ground stations as a replacement for secondary radar.

TACFIRE

Tactical Fire Control. TACFIRE was developed as a computer system to conduct ﬁre support operations. The system
included central computer systems to analyse and process ﬁre requests, as well as smaller hand-held devices to input
messages and transmit over Combat Network Radios (CNRs) to higher echelons.

IDM

Improved Data Modem. Not a data link, the IDM is employed within many platforms to provide the digital/analogue
interface between the platform host system and the radios. The IDM essentially implements the chosen waveform
protocols and modulation schemes (typically MIL-STD-188-220 and some parts of MIL-STD-2045-47001) and may also
host the TDL application i.e. VMF, Air Force Applications Program Development (AFAPD) etc. Albeit dependent on
implementation, this may be resident within the platform host system.

SSSB

Ship-Shore-Ship-Buﬀer. SSSB is a NATO initiative to allow for the seamless exchange of data between ﬁxed ground sites
such as Control & Reporting Centres (CRC), with TDL equipped ships at sea. In particular, SSSB sites transmit this
exchange of SA through Link 11 with surface units.
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Today’s Complex & Interwoven
Multi-Link Environment
Tactical Data Links (TDLs) have been developed,
purchased and brought into service in a piecemeal
way and so there has, until recently, been no
overall implementation plan to ensure
interoperability of TDLs ﬁtted to various platforms.
Consequently, many platforms have been ﬁtted
with more than one TDL so that they are able to
operate with a range of other platforms.
The result is that it is very rare to operate only one TDL
in one theatre of operations. Usually there are wide
ranges of TDLs operating simultaneously and this can
be a problem if it is not planned for very carefully.
Four-Dimensional Environment
In planning TDL operations it is essential to remember
that the operation occurs in a four-dimensional
environment. Rather than deﬁning our space in terms
of length, height and width, we should deﬁne a TDL
operating volume in terms of range, area, altitude and
time. Each of these dimensions must be considered in
initial planning and during on-line management if
successful connections are to be obtained.
Range
The range at which TDL operations are going to be
carried out is one of the main factors in determining
the type of TDLs which will be used and the media
which must support them. For example, Line-of-Sight
(LOS) ranges between surface units are very short, of
the order of 30 nautical miles (NMI), so the use of an
Ultra High Frequency (UHF) TDL such as a Link 16 Radio
Frequency (RF) network is likely to cause connectivity
problems between surface units which are unable to
maintain LOS with each other. So, if we wish to
establish and maintain TDL connectivity beyond LOS
ranges, the use of a High Frequency (HF) or Satellite
Communications (SATCOM) capable TDL or UHF relay
will be essential.
Some TDLs have range limitations built-into their
architecture. For example, the Multifunctional
Information Distribution System (MIDS) is limited by its
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Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) architecture to a
maximum range of 500 NMI between communicating
units.
Area
Whilst the range at which we wish to maintain
connectivity may determine the type of TDLs we use,
the area within which we want to maintain TDL
coverage will often determine the TDL conﬁguration.
Ground-to-air information exchanges centred on a
single ﬁxed ground site might allow a TDL conﬁguration
with direct LOS UHF communications. However, if we
wish to combine local connectivity with long range early
warning of hostile targets we would be likely to use a
combination of UHF and Joint Range Extension
Application Protocol (JREAP) / SATCOM / HF TDLs,
possibly with data being forwarded from one TDL into
another.
Altitude
Clearly, the altitude of a transmitter or receiver has a
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on its LOS range - the higher it is
(and the corresponding receiver / transmitter), the
further is its LOS. For example, a TDL-equipped ﬁghter,
if suﬃciently low, may suﬀer from terrain masking,
which can interfere with air-to-air connectivity.
Time
The last of the four dimensions is time. TDLs often
operate 24 hours a day and for some units, such as
ground sites, or ships at sea, this is not a problem.
However, aircraft ﬂy sorties of limited duration and,
where an airborne platform is an essential part of the
TDL plan, that aircraft must be replaced or its duties
passed to another unit.

Aspects to be Addressed

The Plan
The TDL plan is designed to meet the
Commander’s intentions. It must be
ﬂexible and adaptable, but its sole
purpose is to enable the data and
information ﬂow required by the
battle plan. Nevertheless, it is
almost inevitable that the plan is a
compromise between many
priorities. The following are just a
few of the aspects to be addressed:
TDL Assets Available
The ﬁrst element of a plan is to
assess the TDL capabilities of the
platforms taking part in the
operation. This will be done at the
highest level – Link 11, Link 16, etc.,
but must also consider how the
implementation of each TDL limits
the capabilities of the platforms in
question.
Geographical and Time Constraints
The location of platforms, operating
areas, height/range relationships,
LOS considerations and endurance
of airborne platforms are all matters
of importance which must be taken
into account.

Task Allocation
TDL related tasks must be allocated
to participating units, Data Network
Control Station (DNCS) for Link 11,
Network Time Reference (NTR) and
Initial Entry JTIDS Unit (IEJU) for Link
16 networks and relay assignments.
In addition, TDL functions such as
management, surveillance areas
and Weapons Control
responsibilities must all be allocated
to appropriate units.
Details
Detailed planning includes items
such as allocation of Participating

Unit (PU) / Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System (JTIDS) Unit (PU
/ JU) Numbers, Track Number
Assignments, Frequencies, crypto
and the network design to be used.
Data Forwarding - Data Looping
Most current TDL scenarios involve
the use of numerous data
forwarders operating on a variety of
TDLs. This can be a major problem
for planners because of the high risk
of data looping and this occurs
when data from an originating unit
goes out and then comes back to
the same unit on another TDL after
being forwarded. The result is a
huge number of duplicate tracks
and trying to sort out the real tracks
from the ‘looped’ tracks ranges
from being diﬃcult to impossible!
Careful planning can stop this from
occurring, or at least minimise the
instances of it.
Procedures
Having planned the operation, all
participating units must be notiﬁed
accurately and in good time of the
details of the multi-link plan. This
will normally be carried out via the
Operational Tasking (OPTASK) Link.
However, dissemination of Link 16
network design ﬁles is generally via
email, while some nations may have
a server / website where designs
are stored and are available for
download by the user.
In operation, single TDL system
procedures will normally be in
accordance with the relevant Allied
Tactical Data Link Publication
(ATDLP) if it is a NATO context,
possibly modiﬁed by local or system
speciﬁc procedures. Multi-TDL
operations are described in

ATDLP-7.33 and controlled by the
Data Link Manager / Interface
Control Oﬃcer (DLM / ICO). This
function is known as the Joint
Interface Control Oﬃcer (JICO) in
the United States (US); with TDLs
designed to operate in the Land
environment almost exclusively
there is often a Ground ICO (GICO)
reporting to the JICO. This single
point of control is essential if things
are to progress smoothly and with
minimal trouble.
In the last analysis, the ability of
TDLs to meet the needs of
operational commanders rests at
least as much on the ability of the
personnel charged with operating
the systems as it does on the
capability of the systems
themselves.

‘The first element of

a plan is to assess the
TDL capabilities of the
platforms taking part
in the operation. This
will be done at the
highest level – Link 11,
Link 16, etc., but must
also consider how the
implementation of
each TDL limits the
capabilities of the
platforms in
question.

’
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Flying High – Shaping the Future of Drones in UK Cities
SyntheSys is delighted to have been
involved in the high-proﬁle
development of the latest Industrial
Strategy United Kingdom (UK)
Research and Innovation Flying High
Project and subsequent Nesta report.
Urban drone operations from the
provision of security and support for
emergency services to ‘last mile’ mail
and commercial deliveries are being
developed throughout the world.

regulatory development and safety
testing validation requirements during
the crucial initial stages. Through a
series of workshops designed to
develop, challenge and e plore the
potential opportunities and ambitions
for
drone activities, the esta
lying igh Pro ect has been able to
identify some of the key challenges
that will impact commercial drone
operations on a global scale.

Thirty-nine cities are currently
pioneering key research pro ects
which, in turn, will in uence global
regulation and technologies for drone
evolution from the research phase to
real-time operations. The creation
and application of new technologies
allows shaping and in uence of

Launched in late
the lying igh
Pro ect has engaged with national
government, cities, local authorities,
industry and citi ens to gauge public
interest and potential acceptance of
increased drone operations within
airspace. To fully achieve the
economic viability of drone
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operations at scale within increasingly
congested and highly regulated
airspace, sub ect ma er e perts were
brought together to e amine the
feasibility of ve
cities and their
proposals for incorporating drone
operations. The ve cities and
regions featuring within the report
London, Bradford, Preston, est
idlands and outhampton all have
widely varied e pectations for the
potential opportunities and bene ts
that the incorporation of increased
drone operations could deliver. f
note is that all ve focus upon the
potential of the perceived bene ts of
drone application for the direct
bene t of public services, although
the individual visions and focus for
drone development within each
environment diﬀer markedly.

‘’The Nesta Flying High Project has been able to identify some of the key
challenges that will impact commercial drone operations on a global scale’’

V arying req uirements are dependent
upon the speci c operating
environment. hether operating
B eyond the V isual Line- of- S ig ht of the
g round controller, considering
autonomous operations or the
introduction of precision ight
parameters there are k ey areas that
require e tensive validation and
testing you can, a er all, be precisely
wrong . E x tensiv e scoping of the
public to identify the perceived level
of acceptance has been an integral
element of the initial methodology.
The Civil viation uthority was key in
the dev elopment of some of the
associated report methodolog ies.
ppropriately regulated drone tra c
manag ement systems, reg isters,
tracking, decon iction and safety
manag ement of these systems are
v ital if the U K is to hav e the correct
measures in place to protect both the
operators, and associated multi
domains ( e.g . people, property) in
addition to all airspace users. urther
studies to identify and address safety
issues to all environments need to be
considered.
In terms of airspace, London is one of
the most hig hly reg ulated and
comple cities in the world. The
lying igh challenge focused upon
the implementation of a drone
deliv ery network for the transference
of urgent medical products between
facilities. These activities may
include the transfer of patholog y
samples, blood products and
equipment, speci cally investigating
the feasibility between Guy s and t
Thomas hospitals in outh London.
O ne of the k ey factors within the
London case was public perception
and associated safety implications on
the population. ust one of the many
considerations relevant to drone
operations was further investigation
into the potential risk to the
population, not only due to the
nature of the products being
transported, but also the requirement

for string ent pack ag ing req uirements
to ensure minimal tolerance in the
unlik ely ev ent of a drone failure.
urthermore, consideration needed
to be given to the safeguard
mitigation measures necessary for
patients in the event of time critical
samples or blood products being lost.
These considerations needed
investigation even before the
discussion could dev elop onto the
potential e emption requirements
and regulation amendments
necessary to allow drone operations
to co- ex ist within helicopter routes
along the Thames, or to operate
within built up areas. Critical activities
would include the ex tensiv e
interoperability testing, systems
communication requirements and
associated audit processes to dev elop
the safe operation of the activity.
S outhampton also focused upon the
bene ts that could be achievable in
the delivery of medical products, but
this time over far greater distance.
The proposed use case investigated
securing the connectivity between
S outhampton and the Isle of W ig ht,
thus reducing nancial and time
implications for the logistical transfer
of medical products. This case study
brought into question the current
reg ulatory prov ision for B eyond V isual
Line- of- S ig ht parameters along with
resilience and sustainability of drone
operations, again in comple airspace.
robust secure communications and
track ing network is v ital for the safe
implementation of the activity.
upport to ire and escue ervices
were k ey to the case study in
Bradford. brief synopsis considered
the potential bene ts to emergency
response crews for the appropriate
direction and allocation of resources
in the ev ent of a maj or incident. O v er
watch from sophisticated cameras
could allow a g reater lev el of
situational awareness for incident
commanders.

W ithin P reston, which is home to the
largest cluster of aerospace activity in
the U K , case study focus was on
construction and urban regeneration.
The C iv ic Drone C entre is already in
situ and local authority buildings and
utilities are already inspected by
drones. The case speci cally focused
upon the M 5 5 link road proj ect and
the associated inspection and over
watch activities required by the
contractors, local authorities and
env ironment ag ency.
inally, the est idlands focus was
upon the utilisation of drones for
tra c incident response operating
from, and within, sev en miles of
B irming ham A irport. Drone
endurance, eﬀective
communications and appropriate
airspace manag ement systems are
critical to ensure safe operations
within restricted airspace.
C rucially, the case studies ex amined
within the lying igh working groups
all req uired the same underlying
principles of eﬀective secure tracking
and communication capabilities, audit
and accountability, risk management,
safety regulation and regulatory
dev elopment and, most importantly,
testing. alidated results can lead
global development principles and are
critical to ensure that technological
breakthroughs can be applied in all
spheres of evolutionary operations.
Testbed developments can only bring
greater unity and cohesion to the
s
drone development aspirations. The
key recommendation of the report is
for the coordination of ma or
challenge pri es relating to the ve
use cases to drive innovation and li
technical barriers in drone
dev elopment.
The lying igh pro ect has been
simply superb to be involved within
and look forward to continued
S yntheS ys eng ag ement and
collaboration as the pro ects develop.
Kate Chandler
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In the News

From the Tactical Data Link (TDL) & Related Defence Industry

Visiting the Danish Joint Data
Link Operations Centre

PAC-3 Gets Approval for
German TLVS Integration

BAE introduces WEnDL system to
improve airspace safety

N ov emb er 2 0 1 8 | h ps://bit.ly/

Dv b

N ov emb er 2 0 1 8 | h ps://bit.ly/ Dmv tu

N ov emb er 2 0 1 8 | h ps://bit.ly/ PnL

obbin Laird visits arup irbase
and meets with a or nud gis Larsen
and his staﬀ working the ma or
challenge of shaping and working with a
connected force.

Germany will be able to integrate
Lockheed s Patriot P Cissile
egment
E issile into its ne t
generation TL missile defense system.

B E ystems has developed a new eb
Enabled Data Links EnDL system to
increase air tra c situational awareness
for military aircra pilots.

General Dynamics Demos
Nano Mobile Encryptor for
Tactical Communications

Australian Government and
Boeing signs E-7A Wedgetail
aircraft contract

Boeing to build 17 new and
rebuilt AH-64E Apache
Guardian attack helicopters

N ov emb er 2 0 1 8 | h ps://bit.ly/ DC g

ctober

h ps://bit.ly/ wwth

ctober

h ps://bit.ly/ q vE

General Dynamics mission systems
business has unveiled a small encryption
technology built to help military
customers secure video, data and voice
communications.

The ustralian Government has signed
a head agreement with Boeing
Defence ustralia BD for the oyal
ustralian ir orce s
Eedgetail aircra .

ilitary helicopter e perts at the
Boeing Co. will build new and
remanufactured pache
Guardian a ack helicopters for the
government of the nited rab Emirates
E.

Tactical Communication Forum
(TCF) 2019 Dates Conﬁrmed

Kratos Subsidary to Integrate
Tactical Waveform in Harris
Radios for Air Force

HMS Queen Elizabeth sets oﬀ
for F-35B ﬁghter jet trials

ctober

h ps://bit.ly/ m e v

ctober

h ps://bit.ly/

h cy

ugust

h ps://bit.ly/

Es Gn

TC
will be held in the beautiful
city of al burg, ustria at the rcotel
Castellani otel between th - th
ay
.

ratos Defence and ecurity olitions
subsidary has signed a licensing
agreement to provide communication
waveforms for integration into tactical
radio systems.

oyal avy aircra carrier,
ueen Eli abeth, departed her home
town of Portsmouth, , bound for the
to land fast ets on deck for the
very rst time.

Army Aiming for Persistent
Communication with
Emerging, Commercial Tech

DRS Building Tactical
Networking Terminals for
Military Aircraft

Saab wins FMV order for
Tactical Data Link Delivery to
Swedish Navy

ugust

h ps://bit.ly/ d

The . rmy could soon be acquiring
more autonomous vehicle capabilities
and commercial communications
solutions to bring it closer to a goal of
persistent communications, intelligence,
survelliance and, reconnaissance
,
and faster decision speed.

ugust

h ps://bit.ly/ PtEn b

. avy anti-air warfare e perts
needing an electronics manufacturer
to build terminals for the carrier based
E- C and E- D airborne early warning
aircra have found their solution from
D Laurel Technologies.

ebruary

The wedish Defence ateriel
dministration,
, has contracted
aab for the delivery of multi-tactical
data links to the wedish avy.

Have you got news to share? Contact: tdltech@synthesys.co.uk
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h ps://bit.ly/ r f

FREE RESOURCE

Tactical Data Link (TDL) Glossary of Terms
This handy E-Book Glossary of TDL terms and acronyms is free resource oﬀered to members of
the TDL and wider defence community. It is especially useful to those on the periphery who
may be less familiar with shortened terms which are frequently used in literature and everyday
communications. Designed to be clear and easy at a glance, it can be kept close by on desktops
for instant referral.
To obtain your copy of our Tactical Data Link E-Book Glossary of Terms, register on our
Community Portal by visiting: www.tdl-technology.com/community-portal
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SyntheSys
D E F E N C E

WE’VE GOT A GIFT FOR YOU..........

SYNTHESYS’ DEFENCE COMMUNITY PORTAL

WE ARE OFFERING MEMBERS OF THE TACTICAL DATA LINK (TDL)
AND WIDER DEFENCE COMMUNITIES, ACCESS TO OUR
ONLINE DEFENCE COMMUNITY PORTAL
The Portal offers secure, easy access to tools and information.
We are offering FREE access for customers and colleagues.

Capabilities
& Limitations
Database

Technical
Articles,
E-Books &
White Papers

Discussion
Forum

Training
Support

TDL
Technology
Magazine
Subscription

To register visit: www.tdl-technology.com/community-portal
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